
PRE –SMELL Practice 
Addressing, not just mentioning,  the counterclaim and elaboration of, not sprinting through, our 
support. 
Step 1:  Write the claim and map for your position. 

Step 2:  Read over your sample college essay, “Students, Take Note” in Steps to Writing Well and on 

stickies, check next to evidence that supports your view and an x  next to views that oppose you and that 

you will use to REFUTE . 

Step 3:  Read over your note-taking documents and write a check next to evidence that supports your 

view and an x  next to views that oppose you and that you will use to REFUTE . 

Step 4:  Write a transition for what would become one of your body paragraphs as indicated by the map 

you wrote using the address-the-opposition transition method.  You must address the counterclaim by 

explaining what their point is first. You may use text evidence from one of the documents who has a view 

with which you disagree.  Then show exactly what is wrong with their argument. Use the techniques we 

have been practicing. Follow the model. 

Step 5:   Now, write your “I’m about to refute you” transition, and finish up the paragraph with at least 

two embedded quotes from your documents or from the essay that are supported and elaborated upon with 

your analysis.  Do not string together quotes. Use the techniques we have been practicing.  NO MADE 

UP EVIDENCE. Follow the model. 

Step 6:  End the paragraph with a  reconnection to your transition (and ultimately to your claim). Follow 

the model. 
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